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Abstract

Pleckstrin homology (PH) domains mediate protein-membrane interactions by binding to

phosphatidylinositol phosphate (PIP) molecules. The structural and energetic basis of selective PH-

PIP interactions is central to understanding many cellular processes, yet the molecular complexities

of the PH-PIP interactions are largely unknown. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations using a

coarse-grained model enables estimation of free energy landscapes for the interactions of 12

different PH domains with membranes containing PIP2 or PIP3, allowing us to obtain a detailed

molecular energetic understanding of the complexities of the interactions of the PH domains with

PIP molecules in membranes. Distinct binding modes, corresponding to different distributions of

cationic residues on the PH domain, were observed, involving PIP interactions at either the

�canonical� (C) and/or �alternate� (A) sites. PH domains can be grouped by the relative strength of

their C- and A-site interactions, revealing that a higher affinity correlates with increased C-site

interactions. These simulations demonstrate that simultaneous binding of multiple PIP molecules by

PH domains contributes to high affinity membrane interactions, informing our understanding of

membrane recognition by PH domains in vivo.
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INTRODUCTION

The interactions of peripheral membrane proteins with cell membranes are vital for many cellular

processes, including many signalling pathways 1. These interactions are mediated by lipid binding

domains, such as the PH, PX, FYVE and C1 domains, which often exhibit a preference for specific

membrane lipids 2; 3. A common target for lipid-binding domains are the phosphoinositol

phosphates (PIPs), a family of seven anionic lipids distinguished by different phosphorylation

patterns of an inositol head-group 4; 5; 6. They are present in membranes throughout the cell in

varying concentrations and may be interconverted in response to signalling events 2; 4; 5; 6. PI(4,5)P2,

for example, is constitutively present in the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane, and may be

phosphorylated to produce PI(3,4,5)P3, which acts as a second messenger in pathways related to cell

survival and metabolism 7.

Pleckstrin homology (PH) domains are among the most common membrane binding domains and

are known to bind PIPs 2; 8. Despite sharing a common fold, sequence variations between PH

domains allow them to bind PIPs with differing selectivities and affinities 8. In this way, PH

domains are able to effectively target specific membranes in both a temporal and spatial fashion 3; 4;

6. Aberrant behaviour in recruitment of peripheral proteins to membranes, including those involving

PH domains, is in many cases associated with disease 9; for example, the PH domains of BTK and

AKT1 have been associated with X-linked agammaglobulinemia 10 and cancer 11, respectively.

Understanding the molecular details, both structural and energetic, of PH domain-PIP interactions,

and indeed of protein-membrane interactions (PMIs) in general, is therefore of interest, especially in

the context of the potential druggability of PMIs of peripheral membrane proteins 12; 13.

A number of experimental techniques are available for the study of lipid-protein interactions 14,

many of which have been applied to PH domains. Structures determined for PH domains bound to

PIP analogues (generally inositol phosphates, i.e. the headgroups of the corresponding PIP lipid

molecules, see e.g. 15; 16; 17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24) suggest the presence of two possible PIP-interactions

sites: the �canonical� or C-site, and a less common �alternate� or �atypical�/A-site 3 (Figure 1A.

These sites have also been confirmed through e.g. mutational 16; 23; 25; 26; 27; 28 and NMR 16; 29; 30; 31

studies.
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Figure 1 � A. Structures of PH domains with bound PIP analogues as seen in the PDB. Each

domain has been aligned to the same reference structure. PIP analogues may be bound in the

canonical (C-site) and/or alternate (A-site) sites, as indicated. B. Structures from molecular

dynamics simulations showing representative binding modes, occurring at the minima of the

calculated free energy profiles, for each domain interacting with a PIP-containing membrane.

Affinities of PH domains for PIP lipids have been quantified using a number of biophysical

techniques including isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and surface plasmon resonance (SPR).

Together with more qualitative methods for assessing lipid selectivity, such studies have reported

PH domains to be selective for PIP2, PIP3, or other PIPs, with affinities ranging from low

nanomolar to micromolar or above (Supplementary Table S3). These studies, however, have often

employed water soluble PIP analogues 14, a simplification of PIP molecules and the native

membrane environment in which PH domains function. The properties estimated, including

dissociation constants, vary between experiments: for example affinities of the AKT1-PH domain

for PIP3 or its analogues vary from 0.023 たM (using FRET 32) to 1.5 たM (using a fluorescence assay 
33). This degree of variation can make it difficult to understand how the structural basis of molecular

recognition at the protein-membrane interface of diverse PH domains in turn determines how PH

domains localize to different classes of membrane within a cell.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can be used to investigate PMIs at atomistic or near-

atomistic detail, and have been demonstrated to agree with and to complement experimental studies

34; 35. They have been used to explore the PMIs of e.g. PH domains 36; 37; 38; 39; 40; 41; 42; 43; 44, and of

C2 domains 45; 46; 47. One may use MD simulations to estimate binding free energies for

protein/ligand interactions 48. For example, Umbrella Sampling (US) 48 may be used to obtain a one-

dimensional free energy profile (often referred to as a potential of mean force, PMF) profile along a

particular �reaction coordinate� such as a protein-lipid separation distance. The use of a �physical�

reaction coordinate allows additional structural insights to be made. PMF calculations can be

combined with coarse-grained (CG) MD simulations (in which groups of around four heavy atoms
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are represented by a single particle 49) to describe the free energy landscapes for the interaction of

lipids with integral membrane proteins, including e.g. cytochrome c oxidase 50 and the ADP/ATP

transporter 51. There also has been discussion of how to determine the convergence of such

calculations 52. Building upon these methods, we recently demonstrated that this approach used to

describe the binding of the canonical GRP1-PH domain to a model membrane containing PIP

molecules 39. The results of these computational studies were consistent with the known structures

of GRP1-PH interacting with PIP analogues, and with experimental selectivity and mutational data,

thus demonstrating the value of CG PMF calculations for exploring PH domain PMIs in a

quantitative fashion.

In a previous study 42 we showed that CG MD simulations could reproduce the PIP binding

structures of 13 different PH domains, and predict binding orientations of these domains to PIP-

containing membranes. These simulations also allowed us to confirm and refine the two sites (C-

site and A-site) for PIP2 on the ASAP1 PH domain
23. However, we wish to determine whether we

can use MD more broadly to extend beyond structural data and use simulations and PMF

calculations to move towards a �computational biochemistry� of PH/membrane interactions, i.e. to

predict structures, strengths and specificities of PMIs to characterise the range of membrane

recognition/binding modes across the family of PH domains. Thus, in the current study, we employ

our previous methodology to examine the PMIs of 12 PH domains with model membranes

containing PI(4,5)P2 or PI(3,4,5)P3 lipids (Figure 1). This enables a systematic comparison of the

strength, and specificity of PIP interactions within this family of lipid-binding domains, and

provides a comparative, global definition of the different modes of binding of PH domains to PIP-

containing bilayers. More generally, it demonstrates the feasibility of using �computational

biochemistry� to characterise the interactions of peripheral proteins with their target membranes.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Overview of the approach adopted

It is useful to consider the overall approach we have adopted to analysing the interactions of PH

domains with PIP-containing membranes. The PH domains selected for simulation were those for

which structures bound to PIP (or IP) analogues are available (Figure 1; 12 structures in total) in the

Protein Data Bank. Umbrella Sampling (US) simulations for each domain binding to both PI(4,5)P2

(i.e. PIP2) and PI(3,4,5)P3 (i.e. PIP3) were set up and performed as outlined in Figure 2 in order to

estimate PMFs, i.e. one dimensional free energy profiles for the interaction of each PH domain with

PIP-containing lipids bilayers. Each crystal structure was aligned relative to a preassembled bilayer

by superimposing the headgroup of the PIP lipid with the corresponding bound PIP analogue,
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before conversion to a coarse-grained representation (Figure 2). For ASAP1, where the crystal

structure contains two bound PIP analogues, two structures were generated by aligning to each

bound ligand in turn. The bilayer contained both zwitterionic (phosphatidylcholine, PC) and anionic

(phosphatidylserine, PS) lipids in a 80:20 ratio in order to mimic the overall electrostatic

environment presented by a mammalian cell membrane, in addition to one PIP molecule to which

the PH domain was bound.

Figure 2 � Overview of the simulation process, shown for the PH domain of ARNO (yellow)

binding to PIP3 (magenta). The panel below shows snapshots taken from the umbrella sampling

simulation windows; the �protein-lipid separation� reaction coordinate used is indicated by the blue

line linking the two centres of mass. The protein is shown with a cartoon representation when an

atomistic resolution is used, and as a surface representation (with cartoon of the crystal structure in

black for reference) where coarse-grained. The bilayer is shown with a surface representation, with

POPC and POPS phosphates shown explicitly in light and dark grey, respectively. Water molecules

are present in the simulation but have been omitted from this and other figures for clarity.

The above aligned structure was used as the �crystal� initial structure for umbrella sampling (US).

The reaction coordinate was chosen to be protein-lipid separation along the membrane normal,

measured from protein centre-of-mass to the PIP 1ガ phosphate (see Figure 2). Calculation of PMFs 

is critically dependent on the way in which the initial configurations have been obtained.

Accordingly, to assess the robustness/sensitivity of the results to the exact starting model, a parallel

set of US simulations were performed using in each case a slightly different initial structure

(�simulation�) obtained from an unrestrained 1 µs CG simulation starting from the �crystal�

configuration (see Methods for details). In these �simulation� configurations, the PH/PIP
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interactions were optimised and in some cases, they differed from the PH/PIP complex

crystal/NMR structures (Supplementary Figure S6). This demonstrates that when using rather

different starting structures this methodology yields similar PMF profiles, which provides a degree

of confidence that the PMF estimates are robust to this aspect of their calculation. In principle one

might further evaluate the robustness of PMFs by reversing the reaction coordinate (i.e. by starting

with an unbound PH domain; see e.g. 52 for a discussion of the application of this to lipid/integral

membrane protein interactions). However, in the current study we are evaluating the more complex

interaction of a protein (the �ligand�) with a dynamic PIP-containing bilayer surface (the �receptor�)

which makes this apparently simple approach rather problematic to implement.

Free energy profiles

Analysis of free energy profiles allows us to compare strengths of interactions with PIP-containing

membranes between the different PH domains, and between simulations and experiments. Each of

the 1D potentials of mean force (PMFs) showed a clear global minimum corresponding to a tightly

bound state, �T�, at a protein-lipid separation of ca. 1.5 nm for most systems, or around 2.2 nm in

some cases for e.g. く-spectrin and BTK (see Figure 3 for the PIP2 PMFs and Supplementary Figure

S1 for the PIP3 PMFs). Many profiles also show a local minimum or inflection at this distance,

corresponding to a more loosely bound state �L� (indicated for ArhGAP9 in Figure 3). The well

depths for the T state (i.e. the global minimum) ranged from ca. -40 (PDK1) to -10 kJ/mol

(ASAP1). Overall, the PMFs were in good agreement between the two different starting structures

for each protein-lipid system, with the exception of BTK.
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Figure 3 � Potentials of Mean Force (PMFs) calculated for each of the studied PH domains binding

to PIP2, using initial structures from directly aligning the crystal structure (magenta) or taken

following simulation (black). Bootstrap errors are shown. The �tightly� (T) and �loosely� (L) bound

regions � defined for each system relative to the profile minimum � are indicated for ArhGAP9 in

the first panel. ASAP1 profiles are shown for the initial structure aligned by the C-site PIP

molecule. Note that bootstrap error estimation does not take into account errors due to incomplete

sampling and so it is likely that this underestimates the 'total' error.

Comparing the energy minima (i.e. well depths) across all the protein/lipid systems demonstrates

good agreement between profiles obtained from the �crystal� and �simulation� structures, with only

BTK (binding to PIP3) and DAPP1 (binding to both PIP2 or PIP3) showing variation greater than a

�chemical accuracy� of ~4 kJ/mol (Figure 4A). The PMFs may be used to obtain standard free

energies of binding for each PH-PIP system (see 53 for the basis of the method for accounting for

the effects of restraints and for use of a one dimensional PMF in this calculation). These values are

shown in Figure 4C, along with values derived from reported experimental dissociation constants

(see also Supplementary Table S3). A previous study 54 predicting possible membrane interactions

sites across PH domains, including those studied here, failed to identify any sites for ArhGAP9, く-

spectrin or BTK, in line with the lower binding energies of these domains seen here.
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Figure 4. A. Well depths from the free energy profiles calculated from the �crystal� start vs.

�simulation� start for each PH-PIP system. The dotted lines indicate a difference of 4 kJ/mol. B.

Average well depths of profiles calculated for each PH domain binding to PIP3 vs PIP2, indicating

selectivity (domains falling above the dotted line indicates preference for PIP2; below the line for

PIP3). Error bars indicate the range from the two US simulations. C. Comparison of PH-PIP binding

free energies as obtained in this study (blue) and average of experimental results (grey; see

Supplementary Table S3). Errors indicate standard deviation.
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The binding free energies derived from the simulations are in general smaller than those measured

experimentally (see Figure 4C for an overall comparison). This may be in part due to limitations in

the coarse-grained model used, although if anything the CG forcefield might be anticipated to over-

estimate the strength binding to a lipid bilayer. There are also some variations within and between

the experimental data (obtained by a range of different methods; Supplementary Table S3) such thatܭvalues for a given PH-PIP (or PIP analogue) interaction often vary over several orders of
magnitude. AKT1-PH, for example, has been reported to bind to PIP3 with a   of 0.023 たM (usingܭ

FRET 32) and of 0.59 たM (using SPR 55), and to IP4 (the headgroup of PIP3) with a   of 1.5 たMܭ

(using a fluorescence based assay 33). Many studies employ either PIPs or their water soluble

analogues either spotted onto a surface or in solution, neither of which fully reflects the membrane

environment in which PIP-binding occurs in vivo. Furthermore, even in a membrane context,

dependence of PH-PIP interactions on experimental conditions including pH 56, salt concentration

57, buffer 58 and lipid composition 56; 57; 59; 60; 61 has been demonstrated. This makes it difficult to

compare directly results obtained from different studies, both experimental and computational.

Having said this, it is difficult to suggest that such variations explain the overall difference between

KDs in the 0.1 µM range (i.e. 〉G ca. -40 kJ mol-1) from experimental studies and those in the 0.1

mM range (i.e. 〉G ca. -20 kJ mol-1) derived from the PMFs. A more likely explanation lies in the

number of PIP molecules interacting when a PH domain binds to a PIP-containing membrane or

equivalent surface. In particular, only one PIP molecule was present in the current PMF

calculations. Previous computational studies 41; 42; 43; 62 have suggested that binding of a PH domain

may result in local nanoscale clustering of PIP molecules, and thus a single PH domain may interact

with multiple PIP molecules at the same time. Similar effects have been suggested by a number of

experiments. For example, in a recent study of the kindlin 3 PH domain, Ni et al. 40 demonstrated by

SPR that when PIP3 was immobilized (which would be expected to measure each PH molecule

binding to a single PIP molecule) the KD was 0.3 mM, whereas when the PH domain was

immobilized and binding to PIPs in a lipid nanodisc (which would enable multiple PIP molecules to

interact with a single PH domain), a 3 orders of magnitude lower KD (0.4 µM) was obtained. Thus,

it should be emphasized that the binding free energies estimated in the current study correspond to

1:1 PH-PIP interactions, at the surface of a lipid bilayer.

The PIP selectivity 63; 64 of each PH domain observed in the simulations may also be assessed by

comparing the well depths from the PIP3 and PIP2 PMF profiles (Figure 4B). Most PH domains

bound equally strongly to PIP3 and PIP2, at least at the current CG level of description. Only the

AKT1, DAPP1 and く-spectrin PH domains were predicted to exhibit clear-cut selectivity: AKT1 

showed 4.5-fold selectivity for PIP3; DAPP1 showed 300-fold selectivity for PIP3; whilst く-spectrin 
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showed 3-fold selectivity for PIP2. Direct comparison with experiment is again hindered by the lack

of quantitative data. However, these three domains are generally reported to have the same PIP2 vs.

PIP3 selectivity as predicted computationally (see Supplementary Figure S5). In the case of DAPP1,

simulation suggests 300-fold selectivity for PIP3 compared to >250-fold from experiment. Three

additional domains are suggested from experiment to be PIP3-selective (ARNO, BTK and kindlin-

2). For these the computational results suggest a small degree of PIP3 selectivity. Inconsistency

between computational and experimental results is seen for the PH domain of PLCh1, which in 

most (but not all) cases is observed experimentally to be PIP2 selective, while non-selective

computationally.

Effect of mutations on PH/PIP association

A test of the biological significance of free energy profiles is possible by comparison of a wild type

and a mutant PH domain. To further examine the sensitivity of PMFs to the details of PH domain

structure, and the degree of agreement of the calculated PMFs with available experimental data, one

may explore the effect of mutations to PH domains on interactions with PIPs. For example, the

oncogenic E17K mutation in the AKT1 PH domain has been characterised both in vitro and in vivo

32. This mutation is found in patients with breast and colorectal cancers, and results in a substantive

increase in the affinity of the AKT1 PH domain for PIP2 and for PIP3. We have calculated the PMFs

for PIP2 (and PIP3) of the E17K mutant and compared with those of the wildtype AKT1 PH domain

(see Figure 5). The results of these calculations suggest that the mutation does indeed result in a ca.

-20 kJ mol-1 decrease in the free energy of binding of the AKT1 PH domain to PIP2 and PIP3.

Simulations in which the PIP was initially bound to the C-site of the ArhGAP9 PH domain resulted

in similar PMF profiles to the simulations when the PIP was initially bound to the A-site of the

ArhGAP9 PH. This demonstrates that the PH domains in our simulations can explore a range of

different orientations (Supplementary Figure S8).
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Figure 5. PMF profiles for wild-type ATK1 (from the �crystal� starting structure) and E17K mutant

AKT1 binding PIP2 (red and black, respectively) or PIP3 (blue and grey, respectively).

To further investigate the basis of the observed selectivity and affinities, we next examine the

molecular details of the PH-PIP interactions.

PIP binding at the atypical and canonical sites

Free energy landscapes reveal multiple binding sites on PH domains. This is in good agreement

with a number of studies 16; 23; 24; 27 that have suggested the presence of an alternate (A) PIP-binding

site on PH domains, alongside and in addition to the canonical (C) site interaction. To explore in

more detail the presence of multiple PIP-interaction sites on a PH domain, we defined an angle

made by the PIP headgroup relative to the PH domain. This provides a simple metric to distinguish

between binding at the C- and A-sites. We also estimated the relative fraction of PIP-protein

contacts made with residues in the A- or the C- sites (Figure 6). A- and C- site residues were

defined as equivalent residues to those known from crystal structures to contact PIP bound in the A-

, or C-, site, based on a structure-based sequence alignment of the PH domains (Supplementary

Figure S2), and the relative fraction of A vs. C contacts was calculated as the average fraction of the

�A-site residues� in contact with PIP minus the fraction of the �C-site residues� in contact with PIP

over each simulation frame.

Two-dimensional interaction energy landscapes were obtained by projecting the one-dimensional

PMF profiles along the PIP-binding angle coordinate (Supplementary Figure S4). These landscapes

revealed multiple binding sites, which are observed to different extents for different PH-PIP

systems and as the protein-lipid separation is increased. Good agreement between the �crystal� and
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�simulation� derived landscapes is again observed. To allow comparison between PH domains,

�tightly� and �loosely� bound regions were defined covering protein-lipid separation ranges from -

0.1 to 0.4 nm and 0.8 to 1.2 nm relative to the well minimum respectively (as indicated for

ArhGAP9 in Figure 3). These regions were chosen to optimally encompass in turn the close-

separation well observed in all PMFs, and the secondary feature (e.g. a well, or plateau) observed in

many profiles, including that of ArhGAP9. The minimum was taken as the lowest well common to

both profiles from the two starting (�crystal� and �simulation�) structures. Average distribution of

PIP-binding angles and of relative A/C contacts, weighted to account for umbrella sampling

restraints, were then calculated for these two regions for each PH-PIP system (Figure 6).
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Figure 6 A. Distribution of PIP-binding angle and fraction of contacts with A-site (purple) or C-site

(green) residues for each PH domain when in the �tightly bound� or �loosely bound� regions, shown

for PIP2 (and representative of PIP3) unless otherwise indicated. Domains are grouped by

favourable binding site(s) in each region. Four groups showing different interaction patterns

between the two regions are indicated. B The measurement of binding angle and the A-site (purple)

and C-site (green) residues shown for the ARNO PH domain.

These analyses allowed us to identify preferred PIP-interaction site(s) for each PH domain when

either tightly or loosely bound. This in turn revealed four main groups (Figure 6):

 Group I: PH domains which may bind PIP at the A-site at any separation, i.e. ASAP1,

ArhGAP9, and く-spectrin (the latter when binding to PIP3);

 Group II: PH domains for which A-site interactions are observed only at larger separations,

i.e. ARNO, AKT1, PEPP1, and く-spectrin (the latter when binding to PIP2);

 Group III: PH domains for which C-site interactions are favourable at both short and larger

separations, and which exhibit few A-site interactions, i.e. kindlin-2, PLCh1; and  
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 Group IV: PH domains for which other (i.e. non-A/C- site) interactions become

predominant at larger separation, i.e. BTK, DAPP1, PDK1 and pleckstrin-C.

Those PH domains which exhibit predominately C-site interactions while tightly bound (i.e. groups

II, II and IV) possess the K-Xn-(K/R)-X-R motif in the く1 and く2 strands identified previously as a 

requirement for PIP binding 65, with additional C-site residues found on the く1-く2, く3-く4 and く6-く7 

loops (see Supplementary Figure S2). A-site interactions appear to require the presence of a (K/R)-

X-W motif also located on the く1-く2 loop, positioned so the sidechains face the opposite direction 

to those in the C-site motif, and also a long く5-く6 loop containing a number of positively charged 

residues (or, in the case of ASAP1, these may be present in the く6-く7 loop). We note, however, that 

some of the PH domains that exhibit predominantly C-site interactions also have a (K/R)-X-W

motif or the same motif but with the W replaced by other aromatic ring sidechains. This might

explain why some PH domain can bind PIPs in both A and C sites. However, it complicates the

discrimination between PH domains without structural information to reveal the orientation of the

sidechains in the PIP binding site.

Favourable A-site interactions while tightly bound (i.e. as seen in Group I, i.e. ArhGAP9, ASAP1

and く-spectrin bound to PIP3) occur when these A-site features are present but the C-site motif is

absent (see Supplementary Figure S2). The presence of both sequence features (as in Group II, i.e.

AKT1, ARNO and PEPP1) enables favourable PIP interactions at both sites, though the lack of A-

site interactions when tightly bound suggests the C-site, when present, is generally the more

favourable. DAPP1 also contains both motifs and so would be expected to be part of Group II.

However, a unique �upside down� orientation is seen when this domain is loosely bound, leading to

its Group IV classification. This alternate orientation involves PIP interactions with the end of the

PH domain helix, which has previously been predicted as a potential membrane interactions site 54,

but may not represent a physiological binding mode when considering the full length parent protein.

Domains which lack the A-site features (Group III and IV) may be distinguished by more positively

charged or polar residues in the く3-く4 loop of the former (PLCh1 and kindlin-2; Supplementary 

Figure S2), allowing C-site binding to be retained while loosely bound. Group IV domains instead

adopt other, unique interactions, including e.g. varied �upside down� orientations as for DAPP1, as

described above.

Modes of membrane interaction

The interaction modes of PH domains (which may be characterised more qualitatively via

unrestrained simulations of the association of PH domains with PIP-containing bilayers 42) may be

further distinguished by the orientation of the domain relative to the membrane. This orientation
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was measured for all of the simulations and combined to provide a more �global� view of

PH/membrane interactions. Thus, the combined map for the �tightly bound� region of the individual

PMFs clearly reveals several binding modes (Figure 7). These involve PIP interacting at either the

A- or C-site, with several possible orientations for each. The combined map for the �loosely� bound

interactions of PIPs reveal both A- and C-site binding modes, although distinct orientations relative

to the bilayer normal are no longer observed. Additional �other� binding modes are also seen for

particular PH domains, distinct from the A/C-site interaction modes. Representative structures for

the common binding modes are shown in Figure 7C and all binding modes are shown in

Supplementary Figures S9 and S10.
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Figure 7. A. Contour map showing common binding modes in the �tightly� and �loosely� bound

regions, based on data derived from all PH-PIP systems. Results are normalised within each group

identified in Figure 6 before addition to the final combined landscape. Only a segment of the full

binding landscape, containing the most frequently observed binding modes, is shown in each case.

B. The orientation is measured as the RZZ component of the rotation matrix relative to a reference

structure (~ mode 1 in C). C. Representative structures of each of the binding modes identified in

A. The PH domains that adopt each binding mode are as follows: while tightly bound: 1: AKT1,

ARNO, ASAP1, DAPP1, kindlin-2, PDK1, PEPP1, pleckstrin-C; 2: ASAP1, が┽spectrin 3:

ArhGAP9, DAPP1, pleckstrin-C (PIP2 only) and to a lesser extend AKT1; 4: が┽spectrin (PIP2 only),
BTK, PLCげ1; 5: ASAP1 and to a lesser extent ArhGAP9 and が┽spectrin. While loosely bound: 0:
ASAP1, PDK1, pleckstrin; 1*: AKT1, が┽spectrin, kindlin-2, PEPP1, PLCげ1, pleckstrin-C; 2*:
ArhGAP9, AKT1, ARNO, が┽spectrin, PEPP1. Modes adopted by only one domain e.g. for DAPP1
and BTK while loosely bound are not shown. PIP is shown in magenta; the membrane is shown in

grey with phosphate groups shown explicitly in light (POPC) or dark (POPS) grey. Protein is

shown by the cartoon representation of the aligned crystal structure, with the main loops that bound

the A- and C- sites are labelled.
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Preference for these different binding orientations on to the membrane can be explained by the

distribution of positively charged residues across loops corresponding to the A or C sites. PH

domains with a large number of positive/polar residues in the く3-く4 loop (e.g. PLCh1, BTK and く-

spectrin; Supplementary Figure S2) bind in an orientation that allows PIP to align with this loop

when at the C-site (‘4’ in Figure 7), rather than with the く1-く2 loop as in the more common 

orientation (�1� in Figure 7). Strongly interacting residues are also observed in this region for

kindlin-2; however, this loop is relatively long and unstructured, and hence flexible, in kindlin-2

(Figure 1), allowing these additional interactions without a change in overall orientation of the PH

domain relative to the bilayer.

Additional charges along the ‘front’ face of the PH domain (at the end of the く1-く2 loop for 

AhrGAP9, く-spectrin and pleckstrin-C, or the く5-く6 loop for DAPP1, AKT1, ASAP1; 

Supplementary Figure S2) result in binding modes in which the PH domain rotates forward so PIP

is in better contact with these residues; this may occur for PIP binding in the A-site (�5� in Figure 7)

or C-site (�3� in Figure 7).

In most cases, the same patterns of interaction modes are seen across all simulations for a given PH

domain. However, BTK showed variations in the number and depth of the energy wells across the

four simulations. This may be due to the restraints orthogonal to the membrane applied to assist in

reaching sufficient sampling; in a more complicated binging energy landscape, if the two starting

structures are displaced these restraints may result in sampling slices from the full energy landscape

in which the favourability of binding modes differs. This effect may also explain the relatively large

error between repeats for DAPP1. However, the good agreement between the sets of profiles for the

majority of PH domains suggests this was not an issue in most cases.

Structural basis of affinity and selectivity

The free energies of interaction with PIP-containing membranes can be related back to structural

features of the PH domains. The identity of the PIP-binding site appears to be a good indicator of

affinity, with PH domains showing higher affinities being those with more C-site interactions (e.g.

Group III; Figure 8A), while a greater degree of A-site over other interactions correlates with

weaker binding (Figure 8B). The generally greater strength of C-site interactions is likely due to the

more ‘closed’ nature of this site, such that the PIP molecule sits inside the curve of the く1/く2 loop 

thus allowing a greater number of interacting residues. In contrast the A-site, on the opposite side of

this loop, is more open.
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Figure 8. Average well depth for each PH-PIP system studied against A. degree of C-site binding

or B. degree of A site binding. �Degree of C-site binding� is defined as the fraction of frames with at

least two C-site contacts and a binding angle -50-100 of all frames where any two contacts are

observed. �Degree of A-site binding� is the fraction of non-C interacting frames with at least two A-

site contacts and a PIP binding angle between 0-60o.

Of the three domains that exhibit selective binding in this study (i.e. く-spectrin, DAPP1 and AKT1), 

selectivity of く-spectrin can most clearly be linked with the binding mode. For PIP3, く-spectrin 

shows largely A-site interactions when tightly bound, while PIP2 is able to interact more strongly

with the C-site (Figure 6), seen in the PMF profiles as an additional deeper well (Figure 3,

Supplementary Figure S1). く-spectrin binds PIP3 in the orientation so that the PIP molecule is

aligned along the く3-く4 loop (‘4’ in Figure 7). This loop extends away from the C-site at a larger 

angle than for other domains that bind in this orientation, leading to a relatively shallow binding site
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less accommodating for the larger headgroup of PIP3. Consequently, PIP2 interactions are favoured

over PIP3 for this domain (Figure 4 and above).

DAPP1 was observed to be highly PIP3 selective. DAPP1 interacts with PIP when tightly bound

with two possible orientations (�1� and �3� in Figure 7); the latter allows additional electrostatic

interactions and is observed to a greater extent with PIP3, perhaps due to the higher charge, leading

to the observed selectivity. AKT1 was also observed to be PIP3 selective, though there is no clear

difference in binding mode between PIP2 and PIP3. This selectivity may also be simply the result of

the increased charge of the PIP3 molecule. It is not clear why DAPP1 exhibits a much greater

degree of selectivity than any other domain.

Overall, given the low degree of selectivity observed here, it remains difficult to isolate clear trends

which determining PIP2 vs. PIP3 selectivity across the PH family, though interactions with PIP3 do

appear in general to be more energetically favourable (Figure 4B), as would be expected given its

greater charge. Determinants of selective binding may be revealed following investigation of a more

extended set of PH domains via simulations.

Dual binding at the canonical and atypical sites

Our simulations lead to the question of whether a PH domain can interact with a membrane via

more than one PH/PIP interaction. We have demonstrated A-site interactions for several PH

domains – most clearly for ArhGAP9, ASAP1, and く-spectrin but also for AKT1, ARNO and 

PEPP1. Previously, structural studies had suggested interaction of PIP at both sites only for ASAP1

23, whilst computational studies have additionally suggested that interactions with both binding sites

are possible for e.g. GRP1 39, Dok7 41 and ACAP1 43.

Weaker binding correlates with fewer C-site interactions, but also with more A-site interactions

(Figure 8), suggesting that the A-site may �compensate� for weaker C-site interactions. In particular,

the presence of the A-site may enable binding of multiple PIP lipid molecules to a single PH

domain. In most of the binding modes (with the exception of mode �4�), both the A- and C-sites are

presented towards the membrane (Figure 7), making simultaneous binding of a PH domain to two

PIP molecules possible.

Such dual-binding interactions of a PH domain is expected to significantly increase the binding free

energy of a PH domain to a PIP-containing membrane. We tested this for the Grp1 PH domain

(Figure 9). Thus, the presence of an additional PIP molecule bound at the A-site was found to

nearly double the well depth calculated from umbrella sampling compared to a single PIP bound at

the C-site. This would correspond to a KD of ~10 µM for the two PIP simulation compared to 5 mM

for the single PIP simulation and 1 µM or less from experimental estimates. This suggests that
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additional, less specific, nanoclustering of PIP molecules around a PH domain (as seen in a number

of simulation studies 41; 42; 43; 62) is likely to contribute a further term to the experimentally observed

binding free energy.

Figure 9. A. The GRP1 PH domain with PIP3 molecules bound both the C- and A-sites. The

aligned crystal structure of GRP1-PH is shown in cartoon representation in yellow; the PIPs bound

to the C and A sites are shown in green and purple, respectively. The membrane is shown in grey

with headgroups of POPC (light grey) and POPS (dark grey) shown explicitly. B. PMF profiles

corresponding to the PH domain of GRP1 binding to either a single PIP3 molecule initially at the C-

site (red) or to two PIPs, initially at the C- and A-sites (blue). A profile for GRP1-PH binding to

PIP3 was obtained from a previous study, along with a structure of GRP1-PH binding to a

membrane containing multiple PIP3 lipids, including one in each the A and C sites. All but the PIPs

in these sites were replaced by POPC lipids, and an umbrella sampling simulation performed as

outlined in Methods, with both PIPs restrained.
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We also note that those domains for which the difference between experimental and computationalοܩ values (Figure 4C) is greatest tend to be those with more favourable A-site interactions (i.e.
Group I domains, AhrGAP9 and く-spectrin) and so for which one would expect to see a substantive 

increase when multiple PIPs were present. Those PH domains for which the computational (single

PIP) estimates are closer to (within two-fold) the experimental range tend to be those for which

strong A-site interactions were not observed (i.e. kindlin-2 and PLCh1 of ‘Group III’, and DAPP1 

and PDK1 of �Group IV�), and so would not be expected to show as significant an increase. This

further suggests that the presence of two PIP interaction sites may play a role in directing the

binding of PH domains to membranes. We note, however, that for some PH domains e.g. ARNO

that exhibit a strong PIP binding to the C-site, the computational and the experimental difference is

comparable to the difference for PH domains with more favourable A-site interactions. Therefore,

studies with a larger set of PH domain structures may be require to further support our hypothesis.

CONCLUSIONS

We have used an umbrella sampling/coarse-grained molecular dynamics approach to calculate one-

dimensional free energy profiles for the binding of 12 different PH domains to model membranes

containing either a PI(4,5)P2 or PI(3,4,5)P3 lipid molecule. This allows us, for the first time, to

obtain a molecular energetic understanding of the complexities of the interactions of the PH

domains with PIP molecules in membranes.

A range of affinities, selectivity (between PIP2 and PIP3), and binding modes were observed. These

are related to structural and sequence differences between the different PH domain species. We

propose a classification scheme for PH domains according to the relative strength of interaction

modes involving the �canonical� and/or the �atypical� binding sites. This correlates with the relative

strength of interactions with a single PIP molecule.

This and previous computational studies (see e.g. 39; 40; 41; 43; 54; 66) indicate the ability of many PH

domains to interact specifically with multiple PIP molecules through both their A and C sites. In

addition to enhancing the avidity of the PH domain for the target membrane, the presence of two

distinct interaction sites may also ensure binding in a �productive� orientation and, being in general

more favourable at larger protein-lipid separations, may also play a role in the initial membrane

recruitment and encounter process from which the tight �productive� binding orientation is then

reached.

It is also possible that the two sites may preferentially interact with different lipids, including non-

PIP species, allowing more targeted recruitment to membranes only where both species are present.
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Indeed, of those domains studied here, experimental studies have suggested that the A-sites of

AKT1 67 and PDK1 68 may bind phosphatidylserine. Large-scale studies have suggested this

�coincidence detection� plays an important role in the targeting of a large number of PH and lipid

binding domains in general 69; 70.

It is perhaps helpful to comment on the use of a coarse-grained representation in these simulations.

Whilst the use of coarse-grained simulations implies some approximations in the protein and the

lipids, this method allows access to larger timescales. This enables improved sampling and hence

statistically meaningful free energy profiles. Thus, it has been shown that CG simulations combined

with umbrella sampling can yield converged estimates of free energies of protein-lipid interactions

within a bilayer 52. A more general question, which we have tried to address by comparison with a

range of experimental data for PH domains, is whether the MARTINI forcefield correctly estimates

the free energy of interaction of proteins with the lipid bilayer/water interface. Simulations of model

systems have suggested that MARTINI may over-estimate the strength of interaction of a

hydrophobic peptide with the membrane interface 71. In contrast, in the current study comparison

with experiment suggests the strength of interaction of the more structurally complex PH domain

with the surface of a mixed lipid bilayer seems, if anything, to be underestimated. Further

simulation studies of a wider range of membrane-binding proteins would help to cast further light

on this, and comparison with experimental data will be central to such studies. Whilst atomistic

umbrella sampling simulations, as recently used to study the PH-domain of ACAP1 binding PIP-

containing membranes 43, may offer a higher resolution picture of free energy landscapes, the

considerable challenges of achieving convergence may limit comparisons of multiple systems. The

same challenges apply with the use of the polarizable water model instead of the simple coarse-

grained water particle used in this study. As we have shown in our previous studies with the GPR1

PH domain 39, the use of the polarizable MARTINI water model alters the depth of the PMF

minimum and increases the complexity of the energy landscape but it needs substantially more time

in order to reach convergence. In the absence of fully sampled atomistic PMFs against which to

calibrate the coarse grained results we have therefore elected to employ the simpler (i.e. non-

polarizable) MARTINI water model.

In summary, this study provides a first systematic comparison of the molecular energetics of PH

domain protein-membrane interactions across a family of related proteins, revealing unexpected

complexities, and providing a proof-of-principle for the application of this approach to other

families of peripheral membrane proteins.
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METHODS

All simulations were performed using Gromacs 4.6.5 72 and the Martini 2.1 force field 73; 74.

Simulation timestep was 20 fs. Coordinates were written out every 400 ps; during umbrella

sampling simulations, reaction coordinate values were written out every 20 ps. Coulomb

interactions were shifted to zero between 0-1.2 nm, and Lennard-Jones interactions between 0.9-1.2

nm. The nearest neighbour list was updated every 10 steps. A Berendsen thermostat and barostat

(coupling constant 1 ps, compressibility 5x10-6 bar-1) were applied to maintain temperature and

pressure at 323 K and 1 bar, respectively. The LINCS algorithm 75 was used to constrain bond

lengths. Periodic boundary conditions in xyz were applied. Semi-isotropic pressure coupling was

used.

Initial structures

Atomistic structures of PH domains bound to PIP-containing membranes were generated by

obtaining the best-fit alignment between phosphorous atoms of PIP-analogues bound in the

corresponding PDB entry structures and a PIP2 or PIP3 lipid molecule embedded in a pre-

equilibrated POPC:POPS 80:20 bilayer. This bilayer measured 11.3 x 11.3 nm2 and contained a

total of 384 lipids (306 POPC, 77 POPS and one PIP2 or PIP3). For some domains (e.g. ASAP1 A-

site), the PIP analogue was found to be �upside down� in the crystal structure (see e.g. 42 for details);

in these cases, pairs of atoms to be aligned were chosen for a more appropriate orientation.

These structures were then converted to a coarse-grained (MARTINI 73; 74) representation, solvated

in a 11.3 x 11.3 x 15 nm3 water box, and 0.15 M neutralising ions (NaCl) added. The structure was

energy minimised and equilibrated for 5 ns. This formed the �crystal� starting structure.

A 1 たs simulation, in which no restraints were applied between protein and PIP, was performed. 

The positions of bound PIP molecules relative to the PH domain throughout the simulation were

clustered, and a representative structure selected. This was the �simulation� starting structure.

Umbrella Sampling (US) and PMF profiles

From each initial structure, a steered molecular dynamics simulation was performed in which the

PH domain was pulled away perpendicular to the membrane surface at 0.001 nm ps-1 (k = 1000 kJ

mol-1 nm-2) for a total distance of 2.6 nm. A 1000 kJ mol-1 nm-2 restraint was applied to the 1�

phosphate of the PIP to prevent it leaving the membrane. From this trajectory, snapshots were

extracted of different protein-lipid separation, measured from the protein centre-of-mass to PIP 1�

phosphate, at 0.1 nm intervals for the first 2 nm and 0.2 nm thereafter. These snapshots were then

the starting structures used for a set of US �windows�, in which protein-lipid distance was restrained
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(k = 1000 kJ mol-1 nm-2). Centre-of-mass restraints were also applied in the orthogonal directions

(k = 100 kJ mol-1 nm-2) to reduce the volume available to sample and so speed convergence. The

PIP restraint was maintained; this restraint was found to not significantly impact the final result in

the case of GRP136.  Each window was simulated for 2+ たs until the convergence of the profile, 

assessed by calculating PMFs over a sliding 0.2 たs window. Subsequent analysis excludes time 

before convergence. In some cases, additional windows were added at the start or end, to ensure the

profile covered the minimum and reached a plateau at large separation. Full and detailed

information about the umbrella sampling simulations are included in Table S11.

PMF profiles were calculated using the Grossfield WHAM implementation

(http://membrane.urmc.rochester.edu/content/wham) and shifted so the value in bulk was 0 kJ mol-

1. Errors were obtained from bootstrap analysis using 200 bootstraps. Convergence of the

simulations is examined in Supplementary Figure S7.

To determine average values in subsequent analysis, the effect of the umbrella restraints was

accounted for by a weighting factor:

ݔ݁ ൬ܷ െ ܴܶܨ ൰ (1)

calculated for each simulation frame, where ܷ is the potential energy of the frame due to the
umbrella restraint of the window it is from, ܨ is the normalisation factor of that window, ܴ is the
gas constant and ܶ the temperature.
Calculation and comparison of binding free energies

As described in reference 53, the standard binding free energy from a 1D PMF ோܹ(ݖ) (shifted so the
energy well corresponds to 0 kJ mol-1) in which restraints ݇௫௬ are applied orthogonal to the reaction
coordinate is given by:

οܩௗ° = ο ோܹ െ ܴ݈ܶ݊ ቆ2ܸܴܶߨ°݇௫௬න ݔ݁ ቆെ ோܹ(ݖ)ܴܶ ቇ݀ݖ௨ௗ ቇ+ οܩோ (2)

The integral is performed over the �bound� region, from the well until the bulk-region plateau is

reached. ο ோܹ is the well depth of the profile, ܴis the gas constant, ܶ is the temperature, ܸ° is the
standard state volume and οܩோ is accounts for the effects of the lateral restraints, calculated as:

οܩோ = ܴ݈ܶ݊ ൽ݁ݔ ቆെ݇௫௬(οݔଶ + οݕଶ)
2ܴܶ ቇඁೣୀ (3)

οݔ and οݕ are displacements of the protein centre of mass from the location of the orthogonal

restraint minimum, averaged over a simulation in which no restraints were applied.
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οܩௗ° values were calculated for each profile using Equation 2, with the unrestrained simulation

used to calculate .ோܩ οܩௗ is related to the dissociation constant ܭ by:οܩௗ = ܴ݈ܶ݊ ܿٓܭ (4)

This relation was used to calculate οܩௗ° from reported experimental values. If temperature was

not reported, a standard temperature of 298 K was assumed. Fold-selectivities were calculated from

computational results by taking the ratio of equivalent ܭ values calculated using Equation 4.
Binding site analysis

A residue was defined to be in contact with PIP when any sidechain particle of the residue was

within 0.6 nm of a PIP phosphate particle. Structure-based sequence alignment of PH domains was

performed using the VMD 76 plugin MultiSeq 77, and A- and C-site residues identified as those

equivalent to a contact observed in any crystal structure for PIP bound in the appropriate site.

Relative A/C contacts was determined by counting the number of A- and C-site residues in contact

with PIP in each frame, scaling each by the total number of A/C site residues with sidechain

particles present for the particular PH domain.

The PIP-binding angle was measured by first aligning the proteins to a reference structure. The

angle formed between the centre of mass of the phosphate particles of the PIP headgroup, the centre

of mass of the PH domain and the vertical axis passing through the protein centre of mass was then

measured (see Figure 5). We note that use of an ENM in the CG simulations restrains the PH

domain so it cannot undergo any substantive conformational changes during the simulations.

Taking greater than two contacts as a �bound state�, the �degree of C-site binding� was calculated as

the fraction of bound-state frames in which the interaction is with the C-site (at least two C-site

interactions and a binding angle between -50 and 10o). �Degree of A-site binding� was calculated as

the fraction of non-C binding frames in which the interaction was with the A-site (at least two A-

site interactions and a binding angle between 0 and 60o).

Binding mode analysis

The orientation of a PH domain relative to the membrane was measured by aligning (in the plane of

the membrane i.e. the xy plane) the PH domain in each frame with a reference structure, then

calculating the rotation matrix between the structures and taking the RZZ component. Binding

energy landscapes along the PIP binding angle and membrane orientation were calculated from all

simulations in each group (I � IV). These landscapes were then normalised and added to obtain a

combined landscape for all simulations.

AKT1-PH mutant
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The E17K mutant of AKT1 was generated using the Mutator plugin of VMD. PMF profiles, using a

�crystal� initial structure, were generated for binding with PIP2 and PIP3 as described above.

GRP1-PH binding to one or two PIPs

A profile for GRP1-PH binding to PIP3 was obtained from a previous study 39, along with a

structure of GRP1-PH binding to a membrane containing multiple PIP3 lipids, including one in each

the A and C sites. All but the two PIP molecules in these sites were replaced by POPC lipids, and

an umbrella sampling simulation performed as outlined above, with both PIPs restrained.
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